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Greetings!

Expect More Arizona represents a broad network of stakeholders across the state, including
educators. In order to facilitate their feedback in the standards review process with educators
and parents, we have been working to raise awareness of this process, share blogs and other
information to make the review process easy, and encourage individuals to attend the public
hearings across the state.

We also asked for feedback from Arizona educators on the proposed changes to the standards
using two surveys. We received 94 responses to these surveys from teachers across the state,
including Prescott, Flagstaff, Alchesay, Marana, Tucson, the greater Phoenix area, Sahuarita,
and Morenci. Below is a summary of the feedback and attached are the documents that detail
the individual responses.

ELA Standards Survey – 59 responses

·         85% of educators agree that the executive summaries and glossaries are very or
somewhat helpful (7.4% said it would not be helpful and 7.4% said they were unsure).

·         61% of educators said their school does not currently teach cursive, while 14% are
already teaching cursive (14% responded N/A).

·         When asked about the amount of informational and literary texts that has been
removed from the revised standards, 52% of educators responded that they strongly
support/support the change. Another 19% somewhat support the change, 17% do not
support the change, and 12% listed other concerns.

·         96% of educators said that having documents with curricular references or examples
would be very or somewhat helpful to them (the remainder said it would not be
helpful).

·         When asked what the impact will be of the changes in the revised standards to
instruction in your classroom or school, 73% responded that the changes will have
major or some impact and 27% said it would have not much impact.

Math Standards Survey – 35 responses

·         The majority of educators (87.5%) agree that the executive summaries and glossaries
are very or somewhat helpful (12.5% said they were not helpful).

·         57% of educators said they are unclear or unsure how to use the math plus standards.
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to
Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be
addressed.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math
plus standards.” Is it important for all students to know
statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or
another course? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Very Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Minimal additional resources
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Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q12: Your Information
Name Barbara Tingle
Organization/School Sahuarita Primary School
City/Town Sahuarita
Email btingle2@sahuarita.net
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


No.


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be addressed.


Fine.


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math plus standards.” Is it important for all students to
know statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or another course? Please explain.


It is VERY important that all students understand statistics and most of the statistics and probability standards should be 
move back into Algebra 1 and Algebra 2.  Perhaps the most important standards in all of statistics (S-IC.B.3 and S-
IC.B.6) have been moved out of Algebra 2 and will likely not be addressed by most schools.  This is extremely 
unfortunate as understanding how to evaluate claims in the media (B.6), understanding when it is appropriate to 
generalize results to a larger population (B.3), and knowing when it is appropriate to make a cause-and-effect 
conclusion (B.3) are essential skills for informed citizens.  These standards are also part of the redesigned PSAT and 
SAT, which many AZ students take for college admissions and scholarships.


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


No,
If you are unsure, what would help you have
additional clarity?
If there is no test on these standards, they will not be
taught.


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Somewhat Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful
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Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


Please move the statistics standards, especially S-IC.B3-B6 back to Algebra 2.


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


More, and higher-quality, sample assessment items.


Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q12: Your Information
Name Josh Tabor
Organization/School Canyon del Oro High School
City/Town Oro Valley
Email joshtabor@hotmail.com
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to
Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be
addressed.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math
plus standards.” Is it important for all students to know
statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or
another course? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Very Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Somewhat Helpful


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Teachers will need additional lessons for money. 
However this won't be difficult for me personally, as I 
have taught money units previously.
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Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


I believe that adding money back into the third grade 
curriculum is a wise decision. Understanding money 
concepts is a critical life skill.


Q12: Your Information
Name Julie Tatum
Organization/School Sahuarita Intermediate School
City/Town Sahuarita, AZ
Email jtatum@sahuarita.net
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to
Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be
addressed.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math plus standards.” Is it important for all students to
know statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or another course? Please explain.


It is important for all students to know statistics.


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Yes


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Very Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Explanations and examples
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Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q12: Your Information Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Not Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


n/a


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be addressed.


n/a


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math plus standards.” Is it important for all students to
know statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or another course? Please explain.


n/a


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Yes


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Somewhat Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


MajorImpact
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Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


We need more time, resources, and support to fully 
implement the curriculum. For example, when my 
school moved to EngageNY the copy machine could 
not handle the extra load of every teacher photocopying 
30 copies of every lesson for their class. The copier kept 
braking down and we were out of paper 2/3 of the way 
through the school year. In order to fulfill these 
standards there needs to be more planning time in a 
day for the teacher, more school days in the calendar, 
and more money to support the wages and facilities for 
these increases.


Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


see above


Q12: Your Information Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


No.


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to
Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be
addressed.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math plus standards.” Is it important for all students to
know statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or another course? Please explain.


All students should be required to know the standard.


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Unsure,
If you are unsure, what would help you have
additional clarity?
Need examples for math problems as before.


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Somewhat Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful,
Please describe any feedback you have.
The examples are needed to make standard clear.


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


N/A


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


MajorImpact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Timeline for implementation.
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Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


When and how will standards be assessed at state 
level?


Q12: Your Information
Name Luz Barragan
Organization/School Pendergast
City/Town Phoenix
Email lbarragan@pesd92.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to
Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be
addressed.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math
plus standards.” Is it important for all students to know
statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or
another course? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Yes


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Very Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Somewhat Helpful,
Please describe any feedback you have.
Many teachers used these examples as the ONLY
way to solve problems, thus leading to confusion and
resentment from parents. When creating new model
products it is important to consider more than one
way to solve the problem.


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


No


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q12: Your Information
Name Stephanie Reynolds
Organization/School CFMS, VSD
City/Town Corona de Tucson
Email reynoldss@vailschooldistrict.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


I don't teach this?


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be addressed.


I don't teach this?


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math plus standards.” Is it important for all students to
know statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or another course? Please explain.


I don't teach this?


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Unsure,
If you are unsure, what would help you have
additional clarity?
I don't teach this?


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Somewhat Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


No


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Money for Curriculum
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Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


A bank of online resources (Curriculum)


Q12: Your Information
Name Tim Erickson
Organization/School Granite Mountain Middle School
City/Town Prescott
Email tim.erickson@prescottschools.com
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to
Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be
addressed.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math
plus standards.” Is it important for all students to know
statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or
another course? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Somewhat Helpful


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q12: Your Information Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be addressed.


8th grade math needs to be made a true PreAlgebra focus - at present it is still a combination of advanced 7th with 
PreAlgebra added


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math plus standards.” Is it important for all students to
know statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or another course? Please explain.


Yes, statistics is vital given the data driven society in which we live


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Yes


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Very Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q12: Your Information
Name Karen Brown
Organization/School Paradise Valley Schools
City/Town Phoenix
Email karbrown@pvschools.net
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Not Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to
Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be
addressed.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math
plus standards.” Is it important for all students to know
statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or
another course? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Very Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful,
Please describe any feedback you have.
Examples were a component we shared with other
states.


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


funding for materials
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Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q12: Your Information
Name Denise Ryan
Organization/School Office of Pima County School Supt.
City/Town Tucson
Email dryan@pimaregionalsupport.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


no


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be addressed.


it looks good


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math plus standards.” Is it important for all students to
know statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or another course? Please explain.


I feel it would be better in another course since it is different than Algebra.


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Yes


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Very Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


I think the examples should stay for Math.


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


MajorImpact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question
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Q12: Your Information
Name A. McPherson
Organization/School MUSD
City/Town Marana
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to
Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be
addressed.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math
plus standards.” Is it important for all students to know
statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or
another course? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Very Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Somewhat Helpful


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q12: Your Information Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to
Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be
addressed.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math
plus standards.” Is it important for all students to know
statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or
another course? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Yes


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Somewhat Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q12: Your Information Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to
Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be
addressed.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math
plus standards.” Is it important for all students to know
statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or
another course? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Yes


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Very Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q12: Your Information
Name Nicole Paul
Organization/School Madison Rose Lane
City/Town Phoenix
Email npaul@madisoned.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


no


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to
Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be
addressed.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math plus standards.” Is it important for all students to
know statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or another course? Please explain.


Statistics are valuable for real life applications. It is important for all students to know statistics.


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Yes


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Somewhat Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q12: Your Information
Name Julie Snyder
Organization/School PVOnline/PVUSD
City/Town Phoenix
Email JUSNYDER@PVSCHOOLS.NET
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be addressed.


More equation solving in algebra 1. It all falls on 8th grade and they are not fully ready.


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math plus standards.” Is it important for all students to
know statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or another course? Please explain.


All students should understand basic statistics. Put it back in algebra 1.


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


No


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Not Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


I would like to see geometry taught before algebra 1


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question
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Q12: Your Information
Name Evelyn fox
Organization/School Qchs
City/Town Queen creek
Email Efox@qcusd.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


out of my area of expertise


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be addressed.


out of my area of expertise


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math plus standards.” Is it important for all students to
know statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or another course? Please explain.


out of my area of expertise


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


No


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Not Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


No


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


A wide variety of assessment examples


Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Test any changes in a classroom environment prior to 
mandating more changes.
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Q12: Your Information
Name Richard Davidson
Organization/School Magnet Traditional School
City/Town Phoenix
Email richard.davidson@phxschools.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to
Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be
addressed.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math
plus standards.” Is it important for all students to know
statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or
another course? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Yes, Unsure,
If you are unsure, what would help you have
additional clarity?
I'm not sure what is meant by "use" the standards... I
know how to implement them.


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Somewhat Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Somewhat Helpful


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact
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Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q12: Your Information
Name Michelle Foster
Organization/School Paradise Valley High School
City/Town Phoenix
Email mfoster@pvschools.net
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Not Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to
Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be
addressed.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math
plus standards.” Is it important for all students to know
statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or
another course? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Unsure


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Not Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q12: Your Information Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


I don't teach this


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be addressed.


Same


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math plus standards.” Is it important for all students to
know statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or another course? Please explain.


Unsure


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


No


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Somewhat Helpful


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Textbooks- access to online curriculum
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Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q12: Your Information Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to
Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be
addressed.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math
plus standards.” Is it important for all students to know
statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or
another course? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


No


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Somewhat Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Somewhat Helpful


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q12: Your Information
Name Joanmarie Zimmerli
Organization/School Whispering Wind Academy
City/Town Phoenix
Email jzimmerli@pvlearners.net
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to
Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be
addressed.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math plus standards.” Is it important for all students to
know statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or another course? Please explain.


While I do not currently teach high school mathematics, I feel all high school students should be exposed statistics.


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Somewhat Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful,
Please describe any feedback you have.
Because standards can sometimes be understood in
different ways with different vocabulary, we need a
standardized vocabulary used by ADE, textbooks, AZ
State Testing, and Galileo. I assume Beyond
Textbooks will adopt the state's vocabulary since they
are represented in ADE.


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


I only reviewed the 6th grade Math. I appears that 6.NS.C.9 was dropped. Why?


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Purchases of resources have not been made pending 
the ourcome of revied standards.
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Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q12: Your Information
Name Gerald Wright
Organization/School Liberty Traditional Charter School
City/Town Phoenix
Email wright275@cox.net
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


No they are good


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to
Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be
addressed.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math plus standards.” Is it important for all students to
know statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or another course? Please explain.


Advanced math course


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


No


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Very Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Printable chart with the standard on one or two papers
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Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q12: Your Information
Name Alecia Mccormick
Organization/School Verrado high school
City/Town Buckeye
Email Amccormi@aguafria.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Not Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


do you mean alg. 2 (trig) or 2nd semester? you folks 
have done this smaestuff for years and still can not get 
it right


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be addressed.


why did you not find the wrong steps


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math plus standards.” Is it important for all students to
know statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or another course? Please explain.


advance math with calculus


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Unsure,
If you are unsure, what would help you have
additional clarity?
some one not with mcesa comming on sight to
answer questions


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Not Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Not Helpful


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


your program took several thousand dollars away from me and now you ask me for help??


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact
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Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


we need more geom for the prep for the GED


Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


none at this time


Q12: Your Information Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


Do not teach algebra... ask those teachers!


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be addressed.


Looks good, but once again, I so not teach algebra... ask those teachers!


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math plus standards.” Is it important for all students to
know statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or another course? Please explain.


student choice is always the best route


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


No


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Somewhat Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Somewhat Helpful,
Please describe any feedback you have.
By the time those document are created our
educational system will have changed the standards
again. How does this truly help teachers?


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


NO!!!!!!!!!!


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


When the standards are changed, resources should be 
available imideately


Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


You can not see the benefit of something without watch 
a true common core K-12 graduate.
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Q12: Your Information
Name Teacher
Organization/School Public School
City/Town Greater Phx Area
Email toscaredtosay@gmail.com
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to
Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be
addressed.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math
plus standards.” Is it important for all students to know
statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or
another course? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Very Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful,
Please describe any feedback you have.
Educators need the examples and explanations as a
reference point to inform instruction. These examples
were very helpful and I hope that ADE expedites the
process so that similar examples and explanations
would be included as the new standards are released.


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact
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Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Schools need support with educating parents and the 
community on the importance of conceptual 
development in math, and a better understanding of 
why we don't simply teach students the "tricks" that their 
parents may be more familiar with.  Schools are already 
working hard to do this, but it might mean even more to 
parents if they could see the information coming from 
ADE and see that this is a state-wide shift in 
mathematics instruction.


Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


It is very important to educators that only small, 
necessary changes were made.  The impact to schools 
when standards change is immense and so, I 
appreciate that changes were not made just for the 
sake of making changes.


Q12: Your Information
Name Erin Baril
Organization/School Roosevelt School District
City/Town Phoenix, AZ
Email erin.baril@rsd66.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to
Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be
addressed.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math
plus standards.” Is it important for all students to know
statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or
another course? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Very Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q12: Your Information
Name Kimberly Cowden
Organization/School Queen Creek Unified
City/Town Queen Creek
Email kcowden@qcusd.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to
Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be
addressed.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math
plus standards.” Is it important for all students to know
statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or
another course? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Yes


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Somewhat Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful,
Please describe any feedback you have.
A document with examples and explanations would
be very helpful. Sometimes the wording in the math
standards is complex and "seeing" an example would
help clarify what the standard is calling for.


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


We will need to revise and update some of our 
curriculum resources - pacing guides, curriculum maps, 
etc.
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Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


It seems like several standards (in math) that are not 
really being recommended for change in the standard 
itself, are having a change to the standard code. This 
happens in places due to a new standard being 
inserted, which then bumps the numbering down on the 
subsequent standards in that domain.  (See the 3rd 
Grade Math comparison attached.)  As a member of the 
math work group who helped to review the standards, I 
feel that this coding change was probably an 
unintended negative consequence of the positive work 
to improve and refine Arizona's standards.  These 
unnecessary coding changes will present some 
challenges to those practitioners in the field. Those 
codes are used in curriculum resources, both from 
publishers and in teacher-created materials. We refer to 
those standard codes in our curriculum maps, pacing 
guides, and in analyzing assessment data. For the 
standards that the committee is recommending we 
keep, it would be very helpful to keep the same 
standard code.


Q12: Your Information
Name Kathy Davis
Organization/School Laveen Elementary School District
City/Town Phoenix
Email kdavis@laveeneld.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to
Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be
addressed.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math
plus standards.” Is it important for all students to know
statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or
another course? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Yes


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Somewhat Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q12: Your Information Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to
Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be
addressed.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math
plus standards.” Is it important for all students to know
statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or
another course? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Unsure


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q12: Your Information Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to
Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be
addressed.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math plus standards.” Is it important for all students to
know statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or another course? Please explain.


Placed in advanced math


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Yes


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Very Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


Money spread out over several grade levels


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


I recommend the board adopt them


Q12: Your Information
Name Kayanne Andersen
Organization/School MPS/Adams
City/Town Mesa
Email kandersen@mpsaz.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to
Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be
addressed.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math
plus standards.” Is it important for all students to know
statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or
another course? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Yes


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Very Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


I would like to see K.OA.A.1, K.OA.A.2 and K.OA.A5 changes and not include subtraction. Kindergartners understand 
addition, but have difficulty with subtraction. Let them master addition before exposing them to subtraction. Subtraction 
would be better in first grade.


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


We need time to compare the changes and have 
professional development to incorporate them.
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Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q12: Your Information
Name Betty Roush
Organization/School Fowler Elementary School
City/Town Phoenix
Email broush@fesd.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to
Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be
addressed.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math
plus standards.” Is it important for all students to know
statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or
another course? Please explain.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful,
Please describe any feedback you have.
This is especially helpful in math.


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


The kinder standards for math were good for 2010 and they look to have not been changed much for 2016, which is 
good.


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q12: Your Information Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Algebra 1 and 2 were separated into distinct
courses. Are there any standards in Algebra 1 or 2 that
you would suggest moving? Please explain.


I do not teach high school level math so no comment 
here.


Q3: How does the progression look from 8th grade to Algebra 1 and Algebra 2? Please note any
inconsistencies in progression that should be addressed.


I am concerned with the addition of two new standards to 8th grade and the limited time we have to teach the content in 
depth.  They seemed like logical choices to add, but I am wondering if perhaps scientific notation could be moved out of 
8th to make room?


Q4: Statistics were moved from Algebra 2 into the “math plus standards.” Is it important for all students to
know statistics, or is it better placed in advanced math or another course? Please explain.


This is above my grade level (8th).


Q5: Are you clear on how to use the math plus
standards?


Unsure,
If you are unsure, what would help you have
additional clarity?
I have not had time to read thru those standards.


Q6: The 8 Mathematical Practices are further defined in
the revised math standards, which builds on a shorter
definition included in the 2010 standards. How helpful is
it to have more in-depth definition of the 8 Mathematical
Practices?


Somewhat Helpful


Q7: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful,
Please describe any feedback you have.
It is helpful to see examples, especially for teachers
new to the grade level/content area.


Q8: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


I would recommend moving possibly 8.EE.A.3 and 4 to another grade level. (scientific notation and operations with 
scientific notation).


Q9: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


MajorImpact
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Q10: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


More time to teach before AzMerit testing.


Q11: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q12: Your Information Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Do Not Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


If cursive is required, we will need curriculum for this.


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information
Name Mardi Read
Organization/School Prescott USD
City/Town Prescott
Email Address mardi.read@prescottschools.com
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? N/A


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Do Not Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Books for class novel studies


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information
Name Lisa Groves
Organization/School Prescott Mile High Middle School
City/Town Prescott
Email Address lisa.groves@prescottschools.com
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


The ELA standard that references key ideas and details seems straight forward enough but when it is tested on AzMerit 
students are not choosing the correct answers.  Our top students are struggling.  It is my suggestion that this standard 
be clarified.


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Our district will need resources and funding to teach cursive.


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information
Name Kelli Bradstreet
Organization/School Prescott Unified School District
City/Town Prescott
Email Address kelli.bradstreet@prescottschools.com
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Minimal additional resources


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information
Name Barbara Tingle
Organization/School Sahuarita Primary School`
City/Town Sahuarita
Email Address btingle2@sahuarita.net
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? Yes


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Do Not Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Somewhat Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


more access to low level high interest nonfiction text


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information
Name Kristine Moore
Organization/School Boulder Creek
City/Town Gilbert
Email Address Kristine.Moore@gilbertschools.net
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Strongly Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Somewhat Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


We will need a stronger phonics curriculum and a cursive curriculum.


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information
Name Julie Tatum
Organization/School Sahuarita Intermediate School
City/Town Sahuarita, AZ
Email Address jtatum@sahuarita.net
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? N/A


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Somewhat Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information
Name Charity Aguilera
Organization/School Glendale Union High School District
City/Town Glendale
Email Address Charity.aguilera@guhsdaz.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Do Not Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might have.


I do not support the inclusion of cursive as part of the standards document.  How will this be adequately taught and 
assessed and how will this be measured?  Standards are better off including things that require levels of 
cognition.There are some students who will never write in cursive, nor will they need to nor should they be punished for 
not doing so. We live in a time where there are plenty of alternatives to cursive.


Q9: Your Information Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? Yes


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Somewhat Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Somewhat Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might have.


I do not believe that cursive needs to be a third grade standard.


Q9: Your Information
Name jana Murphys
Organization/School Prescott Unified
City/Town Prescott
Email Address janakaymurphy@gmail.com
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Not Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


More planning time, more curriculum support, more literature materials to supply classroom of 30+ students, more 
school days in the school year to teach the extra material required (these additional calendar day would also need to be 
fully funded and pay adjusted accordingly).


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might have.


I will not provide my name or my school due to fear of retribution from my district. I am a public school teacher who 
participates in AZRS and I have been teaching since 2001. Every adoption of standards increases the amount of 
material to be taught, but not the time, money, or resources to teach the information with fidelity.


Q9: Your Information Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Do Not Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful,
Please describe any feedback you have
Clear examples are needed to be specific.


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


No.


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Provide a timeline for the changes to be implemented and how and when this will be reflected in assessments at state 
level.


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might have.


When will the AZ Merit assess new changes? A timeline for implementation should be sent out with changes.


Q9: Your Information
Name Luz Barragan
Organization/School Pendergast
City/Town Phoenix
Email Address lbarragan@pesd92.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Somewhat Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Somewhat Helpful,
Please describe any feedback you have
Many of the examples aren't accurate depictions of
what children can do, at least not in my grade.


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might have.


Adding cursive to an already packed curriculum does not make sense. Students are taught to read cursive but not write 
it.  It is a time intensive process that offers little reward given our technology based society;


Q9: Your Information
Name Karen Brown
Organization/School Paradise Valley Schools
City/Town Phoenix
Email Address karbrown@pvschools.net
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Strongly Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Will PD be offered on the state level so that the districts can support the revisions and assist in training teachers with 
the revised standards?


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information
Name Brooke Davis
Organization/School Combs High School
City/Town San Tan Valley
Email Address bdavis@jocombs.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Strongly Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


no


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


MajorImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


n/a


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information
Name A.McPherson
Organization/School MUSD
City/Town Marana
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? Yes


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Other (please specify)
While I think that teachers should be trusted to make
decisions about curriculum, I believe the inclusion of
much more informational text has increased student
motivation and connection to material. The increase in
motivation and connection improves learning. Students
at every age want to learn about the world.


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Somewhat Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might have.


I strongly believe that people need to learn to read cursive handwriting in order to preserve our history.  I have always 
taught cursive in primary grades, because young students want to learn it and are motivated by the opportunity.  
However, I don't believe that adding it to the Standards is appropriate for these reasons: 1. Adding another "subject" to 
teach in schools is burdensome.  2. Young children are very seldom good at cursive, so they will be held accountable for 
something that is extremely difficult for them and that they are unlikely to master.  3. It is a waste of classroom time.  
Cursive handwriting is important in order to read historical documents - something young children are unlikely to do.  
Otherwise, cursive handwriting can be used today to write a letter to your grandmother or to scribble a shopping list.  
You cannot use it in any way in a school setting, including college or graduate school.  You cannot use it in any 
employment setting, including filling our a job application.  It is even recommended that each person should develop a 
signature that does not look like cursive.  So holding students and teachers accountable for a skill which is useless in 
today's world is taking valuable class time from skills which students NEED in today's world.
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Q9: Your Information
Name Vicki Hilliker
Organization/School Skull Valley ESD #15
City/Town Skull Valley
Email Address vicki@skullvalleyschool.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Somewhat Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Time to revise curriculum. Funds to purchase standards-aligned resources.


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information
Name Brittany Baechler
Organization/School Emily Gray Junior High
City/Town Tucson
Email Address bbaechler@tanq.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? N/A


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Strongly Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Somewhat Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


novels and text books


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information
Name Rebecca Folk
City/Town Prescott Valley
Email Address beckyfolk.bf@gmail.com
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? Yes


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


Language experiences need to be emphasized more than isolated instruction of phonics.


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Time to teach the huge amount of content required to teach children.  Manipulative math materials and leveled reading 
materials.


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might have.


Science and social studies need to be taught as stand alone content, not embedded completely in the math and 
language arts standards.


Q9: Your Information
Name Jim Manley
Organization/School Mountain School Board member
City/Town Flagstaff, AZ
Email Address James.Manley@nau.edu
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Do Not Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful,
Please describe any feedback you have
Appreciate suggestions for reading materials, as well
as specific grammar concepts that are currently in the
standards :) - and there could be more added.


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


N/A  Taught in a different state, and different country.


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


masteryconnect.com - It helps to make alignment and assessing standards a speedier process.


**********More time at school outside of instruction (teacher workdays not full of PD) to analyze data, restructure 
curriculum & align lessons.********************


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might have.


Consider research of top performing nations like Finland - fewer standardized tests, smaller class sizes, elective classes 
to build life skills (that go unmeasured by standardized testing), more social supports (think Maslow's hierarchy of 
needs) to bring about top scores.  Have standardized tests that can be completed in one class period. If questions on 
standardized tests contain a long passage, use that one long passage for multiple questions, instead of multiple long 
passages. Encourage schools to create an atmosphere of not just high academic standards, but of high behavioral 
standards as well for students.  Make education a priority in the state of Arizona (why towards the bottom in the 
nation?).
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Q9: Your Information
Name Sarah Kazy
Organization/School EGJH
City/Town Tucson
Email Address skazy@tanq.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? N/A


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Strongly Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Money so we can pay teachers to redesign curriculum based on these standards.


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might have.


Poetry needs to included preserved as an art form, especially if the Advanced Placement Literature Exam as well as the 
AZMerit include analyzing poetry.


Q9: Your Information
Name Jennifer Rogers
Organization/School Cortez High School
City/Town Phoenix
Email Address jennifer.rogers@guhsdaz.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? Yes


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Other (please specify)
If the amount of text was based off of one of the ELA
shifts, why did AZ remove that specification?


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful,
Please describe any feedback you have
This information will be beneficial to district looking at
specific resources. It would be great to refer to a
document in the future could potentially prevent poor
curriculum from being purchased.


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


1.RL.10 should include "different types of text" not just prose and poetry.


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Performance Level Descriptors and AzMerit test results that give more concise information.


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information
Name Amanda Acosta
Organization/School LESD
City/Town Goodyear
Email Address acosta@lesd.k12.az.us
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Not Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


MajorImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Unsure


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information
Name Julie Baker
Organization/School Morenci High School
City/Town Morenci
Email Address jbaker@morenci.k12.az.us
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? Yes


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Strongly Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Not Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? N/A


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Other (please specify)
I feel like the percentages should stay especially if the
AzMERIT will be testing on both. It's about students
being ready for college and career and they will need
the exposure and reading to learn with informational
text.


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Somewhat Helpful,
Please describe any feedback you have
I personally liked having the exemplar text for an
example of the types of texts meeting the standards
expectations.


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


I want to make sure when talking about high levels of reasoning and thinking and different levels/ranges to include the 
text complexity triangle.  Through careful considerations of qualitative, quantitative, and reader & task measures when 
selecting text.


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Resources for six syllable types and instructional strategies.


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might have.


Thank you for the opportunity to make comments.  Love the included glossary and the clarification for all stake holders 
to understand.


Q9: Your Information
Name Jamie Caldwell
Organization/School Paradise Valley Unified School District
City/Town Phoenix
Email Address jcaldwell@pvschools.net
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? N/A


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Other (please specify)
There should be a requirement. Maybe 50% for each.
Without the requirement, some teachers may opt to
only teach literature. Literature is great but Informative
pieces will be the majority of what's read in the
workplace or career.


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


I think the current standards for ELA were excellent.  Adding cursive writing in the early years would be a great addition 
to current standards.


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information
Name Heidi Aldrich
Organization/School Gilbert Public Schools
City/Town Mesa
Email Address heidi.aldrich@gilbertschools.net
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Not Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Somewhat Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


MajorImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Strongly Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


no


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


MajorImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


professional development presented by consultants outside of the district setting


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might have.


excellent material to guide instruction


Q9: Your Information
Name Ren Fahey
Organization/School Laveen Elementary School District
City/Town Laveen
Email Address rfahey@laveeneld.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


A suggested list of resources comparable to the reading selections on the (reading level, exisiting knowledge required, 
readability/grade level rating)  AZ Merit, sample question stems comparable to AZ Merit to ready students for the format 
of the assessment, suggested resources and exemplars for appropriate instruction and assessment.


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might have.


Many states release their EOC exams which are then utilized in test preparation.  Arizona needs to adopt this practice.  
Detailed results of student test scores need to be disseminated to schools and parents.  Scale scores and levels of 
proficiency DO NOT provide nearly any usable information.  The language of the standards do guide instruction, 
however, do they effectively address the format and structure of questions and responses presented on the AZ Merit?  
Is it reasonable to measure achievement with an assessment tool that is minimally disclosed to educators and parents?  
Feedback is key to student success and achievement - the more specificity, the more opportunity for growth and  
achievement.  Explanations steeped in limitations of budget or manpower are not reasonable arguments for educators 
and parents.  Consider this, if a teacher told a student that the details of a class formative or summative assessment 
could not be explained other than the grade, and the rationale was that the teacher was not "paid enough" to release 
the details of the assessment, would this be considered an acceptable response?
I appreciate the opportunity to respond and I greatly appreciate the efforts of all concerned in this process.
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Q9: Your Information
Name Mitchel Solomon
Organization/School West Phoenix High School
City/Town Phoenix
Email Address mitch.solomon@leonagroup.com
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Strongly Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


MajorImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information
Name Lorena Trujillo
Organization/School Shepherd junior high
City/Town Mesa
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Unsure


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Somewhat Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


MajorImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might have.


Due to so many changes in teachers coming and leaving, I feel we need a friendly curriculum such as Harcourt where 
manuals and lessons are planned out for teachers. It is much easier for new teachers to use especially with standards 
are attached to them.


Q9: Your Information
Organization/School PESD
City/Town Phoenix
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? N/A


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Somewhat Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Somewhat Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


MajorImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


training on how to unpack these new standards and time to create new curriculum, unit plans, pacing guides, summative 
assessments, lesson plans


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might have.


Every time standards are changed it takes teachers a minimum of one year of hard work to adapt and adjust to the new 
standards. What compensation will these teachers get?


Q9: Your Information
Name Teresa Wright
Organization/School Alchesay High School
City/Town Whiteriver
Email Address teresa.wright@wusd.us
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Somewhat Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


I do not want the Standards to change.... How can you see whether something is effective if you do not watch the 
outcomes of a true common core student from K-12 grade.


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


MajorImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


All resources would have to change (annoying). Just as teachers get comfortable with something you change it. No 
wonder there is no progress!


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might have.


Teachers are preparing student for the unknown, and the fixed mindset of adults is to scared if the unknown to prepare 
students for the problem solving of the future. there is not one way of doing something anymore, and common core 
allows student to explore different avenues.


Q9: Your Information
Name Teacher
Organization/School Public School
City/Town Greater Phx areas
Email Address toscaredtosay@ gmail.com
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Other (please specify)
In the previous standards it was a suggestion
anyways, and really left up to schools to decide. I don't
see this being a big change.


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful,
Please describe any feedback you have
Explanations and examples are very important for
educators to see. They provide additional clarity on
the intent behind the standard and help educators
understand the level to which students will be
expected to demonstrate mastery. I hope the
development of these explanations and examples is a
priority.


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


We need more funds to purchase grade-level appropriate texts for students, as well as curricular materials.  Students 
should have access to high-interest, grade-level appropriate text in order to learn and apply the standards.


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information
Name Erin Baril
Organization/School Roosevelt School District
City/Town Phoenix, AZ
Email Address erin.baril@rsd66.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Other (please specify)
I believe that unified standards for our state are
important! Without guidelines, some schools may not
cover important topics.


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information
Name Marcy Boone
Organization/School Taylor Hicks Elementary
City/Town Prescott
Email Address marcy.boone@prescottschools.com
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? N/A


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Somewhat Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information
Name Jennifer Fowler
Organization/School Greenway High School
City/Town Glendale
Email Address jennifer.fowler@guhsdaz.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? N/A


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Not Helpful,
Please describe any feedback you have
ADE's examples will not be any more helpful than the
previous examples. In fact, providing specific
examples will likely encourage districts and teachers
to select ONLY from the examples provided.


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


All standards were fine in 2010; the small changes that were made are quite insignificant.


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Funding for texts - but that is an issue regardless of any changes.


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might have.


It's a bit shocking how much time/effort was exerted in making such few changes.


Q9: Your Information
Name Stacey Crooks
Organization/School Glendale High School
City/Town Glendale
Email Address stacey.crooks@guhsdaz.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Somewhat Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


access to literature and other texts


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information
Name Marguss Tantalo
Organization/School Gilbert Junior High
City/Town Gilbert
Email Address marguss.tantalo@gilbertschools.net
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? Respondent skipped this
question


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Do Not Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Reading materials that actually prepare students for the AZ MERIT test instead of teachers having to create everything 
by hand because current materials are not rigorous the way the test is!


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might have.


WE NEED RESOURCES


Q9: Your Information Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Not Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Strongly Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Somewhat Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


More literature- less informational texts


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


More money for books- online textbooks


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information
Name Carolyn Minks
Organization/School Apollo High School
City/Town Glendale
Email Address carolyn.minks@guhsdaz.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Strongly Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


MajorImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Posters of standards would be nice.


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information
Name Melissa Amerian
Organization/School Apollo High School
City/Town Glendale
Email Address mdamerian@hotmail.com
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? N/A


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Somewhat Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information
Name Bonnie Elder
Organization/School Moon Valley High School
City/Town Phoenix
Email Address bonnie.elder@guhsdaz.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful, Somewhat Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


No, I would simply like to be able to pick the amount of fiction and nonfiction.


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


It would be nice to have a curriculum map with sequences to follow instead of determining what skill to teach, how to 
teach it, how long to teach it, and then coming up with my own tests.


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might have.


It would be nice to have a curriculum map with sequences to follow instead of determining what skill to teach, how to 
teach it, how long to teach it, and then coming up with my own tests.


Q9: Your Information
Name Brittany Young
Organization/School Sirrine Elementary
City/Town Mesa
Email Address bayoung@mpsaz.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Somewhat Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Unsure


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? N/A


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Unsure


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Do Not Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Other (please specify)
The suggestions of texts to use were quite useful.


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful,
Please describe any feedback you have
I don't see what was wrong with the ones that were
already included. Why reinvent the wheel?


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


More novels and other similar materials.


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Strongly Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Somewhat Helpful,
Please describe any feedback you have
Some district leadership may confuse "examples"
with "exemplars" and insist that teachers only include
exemplar texts in their curriculum.


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


If there is to be one, it must be a consistent and reliable testing product. No surprises. Plenty of advance notice with 
practices (both online and analog) available.


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might have.


With respect to the new cursive writing standard copied below, why should AZ be "the only state" with such a standard? 
Shouldn't that tell us something about its importance? When we think about the language foundations and exposure to 
multifaceted texts and experiences along with opportunities to produce authentic writing products and the limited time 
that teachers and students can devote to those pursuits, how can we say that reading and writing cursive is necessary 
to building a foundation for language? I read and write cursive. My grown children do not. One is a nursing student in 
the final year of her university program, the other is in graduate school pursuing a master's degree in math. Reading and 
writing cursive wouldn't have hurt them, but surely it wouldn't have helped them either. In our electronic age, it seems 
petty and nostalgic to standardize this old-fashioned and aesthetic practice.


3.WF.1.a – Read and write cursive letters, upper and lower case.
 3.WF.1.b – Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript, with appropriate spacing and indentation.
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Q9: Your Information
Name Tricia Parker
Organization/School Thunderbird High School
City/Town Phoenix
Email Address tricia.parker@guhsdaz.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? N/A


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Strongly Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? Yes


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Do Not Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Somewhat Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


I would like to see K.OA.A.1, K.OA.A.2, and K.OA.A.5 changed and not include subtraction. Kindergartners are 
successful with addition but have difficulty with subtraction. Let them mastery addition before moving on to subtraction. 
Subtraction should be more a first grade area.


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


We need time to incorporate the changes. Also have a day to compare the changes as a grade level or school.


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information
Name Betty Roush
Organization/School Fowler Elementary School
City/Town Phoenix
Email Address broush@fesd.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? N/A


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Strongly Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Not Helpful,
Please describe any feedback you have
Being a veteran teacher of 30 years plus, I know that I
can make good decisions on how much fictionand
nonfiction literature to use in my curriculum. Also, I
can determine examples that will help teach the
needed objectives.


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


NA


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


NA


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might have.


Giving teachers more time to plan and to modify curriculum as needed would be the best gift that the
state could give to them and to their students.


Q9: Your Information
Name Karen Tauber
Organization/School Emily Gray Junior High School
City/Town Tucson
Email Address karen.tauber@gmail.com
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? Respondent skipped this
question


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Somewhat Helpful,
Please describe any feedback you have
I found them to be most helpful in math.


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


The quick overview says that cursive will be added to kinder, but I when I went over the new kinder writing standards I 
saw only manuscript.  If this is not a typo, and kinder is to be taught cursive as well, we will need more time in the day to 
teach an additional standard in K.


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


More time in the day if cursive along with print is to be taught in kindergarten.


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might have.


The quick overview says that cursive will be added to kinder, but I when I went over the new kinder writing standards I 
saw only manuscript.  If this is not a typo, and kinder is to be taught cursive as well, we will need more time in the day to 
teach an additional standard in K.


Q9: Your Information
Name Heather Johnson
Organization/School Desert Horizon
City/Town Phoenix
Email Address hjohnson@pesd92.org
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Time


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information
Name Jamie Reith
Organization/School Desert Shadows Middle School
City/Town Phoenix/Scottsdale
Email Address jreith@pvlearners.net
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? Yes


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Somewhat Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Writing resources for grammar, sentence structure, and writing to different genres


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might have.


Any thoughts for standards to integrate the writing process with technology?


Q9: Your Information
Name Amy Turner
Organization/School Eagle Ridge Elementary School
City/Town Phoenix
Email Address aturner@pvlearners.net
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Strongly Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in 2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference to the standard.


How to use figurative language, rather than being able to name them.
We need more of a scope and sequence, rather than overly detailed insignificant standards that will not help a student 
write more eloquently, or figure math equations more efficiently.


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Computers, books, smaller class sizes, more parental accountability, enforced discipline.


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Very Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Do Not Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


SomeImpact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


unknown at this time, need more time to see what is available and useful with current standards


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? N/A


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Somewhat Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful,
Please describe any feedback you have
Examples and curricular references are best
proposed in a separate document, so stakeholders
don't see them as requirements instead of the
suggestions they were. Although developing
documents as described would take an enormous
amount of work, teachers are hungry for something
like this.


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might have.


Thank you, Expect More Arizona, for being a vigilant advocate for Arizona's students and teachers.The work groups did 
a stellar job of maintaining rigor and high expectations, while making changes for alignment and clarification.


Q9: Your Information
Name Wendy Peterson
Organization/School Maricopa County
City/Town Phoenix
Email Address wendy.peterson@mcesa.maricopa.gov
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Q1: Are the executive summaries and glossaries helpful
in describing the changes to the standards and review
process?


Somewhat Helpful


Q2: Does your school already teach cursive? No


Q3: The amount of informational and literary texts is no
longer suggested in the 2016 standards, as it was in the
2010 standards. Now it is left up to teachers and schools
to decide. How do you feel about this change?


Somewhat Support


Q4: Examples and any curricular references were
removed from both the ELA and math standards. It is
anticipated that ADE will develop documents that
include similar information in the future to provide
additional guidance to educators. Would this information
be helpful to you?


Very Helpful


Q5: Are there specific standards that were in place in
2010 that you want to see preserved or changed that
were not? Please describe including a direct reference
to the standard.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q6: What will be the impact of the changes in the revised
standards to instruction in your classroom or school?


Not Much Impact


Q7: What resources do you need to incorporate the
changes in the standards to your classroom/school?


Respondent skipped this
question


Q8: Please provideany additional feedback you might
have.


Respondent skipped this
question


Q9: Your Information
Name Stevens
Organization/School Laveen Elementary School
City/Town Laveen
Email Address tstevens@laveeneld.org
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October 3, 2016 


 
 


Arizona Standards Development Committee 
1700 W. Washington Street 
Phoenix, AZ 85007  


 


Re: Feedback on the Revised Math and ELA Standards 
 


Dear Members of the Arizona Standards Development Committee: 


Expect More Arizona represents a broad network of stakeholders across the state, including educators. 
In order to facilitate their feedback in the standards review process with educators and parents, we 
have been working to raise awareness of this process, share blogs and other information to make the 
review process easy, and encourage individuals to attend the public hearings across the state.  


We also asked for feedback from Arizona educators on the proposed changes to the standards using 
two surveys. We received 94 responses to these surveys from teachers across the state, including 
Prescott, Flagstaff, Alchesay, Marana, Tucson, the greater Phoenix area, Sahuarita, and Morenci. Below 
is a summary of the feedback and attached are the documents that detail the individual responses.  


ELA Standards Survey – 59 responses 


 85% of educators agree that the executive summaries and glossaries are very or somewhat 
helpful (7.4% said it would not be helpful and 7.4% said they were unsure). 


 61% of educators said their school does not currently teach cursive, while 14% are already 
teaching cursive (14% responded N/A). 


 When asked about the amount of informational and literary texts that has been removed from 
the revised standards, 52% of educators responded that they strongly support/support the 
change. Another 19% somewhat support the change, 17% do not support the change, and 12% 
listed other concerns. 


 96% of educators said that having documents with curricular references or examples would be 
very or somewhat helpful to them (the remainder said it would not be helpful).  


 When asked what the impact will be of the changes in the revised standards to instruction in 
your classroom or school, 73% responded that the changes will have major or some impact and 
27% said it would have not much impact.  


 


 







Math Standards Survey – 35 responses 


 The majority of educators (87.5%) agree that the executive summaries and glossaries are very 
or somewhat helpful (12.5% said they were not helpful). 


 57% of educators said they are unclear or unsure how to use the math plus standards. 


 87% of educators said that having descriptions of the 8 Mathematical Practices is helpful or 
very helpful (13% said they are not helpful). 


 97% of educators said that having documents with curricular references or examples would be 
very or somewhat helpful (3% said it would not be helpful).  


 When asked what the impact will be of the changes in the revised standards to instruction in 
their classroom or school, 54% of educators responded that the changes will have major or 
some impact and 45% said it would have not much impact.  


 


We hope that this feedback is helpful to the Committee and to the ELA and math working groups. 
Please let us know if we can be of further assistance. 


 


With thanks, 


 


Erin Hart 
Chief Operating Officer 
Expect More Arizona 


 


Attachments: 


 ELA Survey Individual Responses 


 Math Survey Individual Responses  


 


 


 


 







·         87% of educators said that having descriptions of the 8 Mathematical Practices is
helpful or very helpful (13% said they are not helpful).

·         97% of educators said that having documents with curricular references or examples
would be very or somewhat helpful (3% said it would not be helpful).

·         When asked what the impact will be of the changes in the revised standards to
instruction in their classroom or school, 54% of educators responded that the changes
will have major or some impact and 45% said it would have not much impact.

 

We hope that this feedback is helpful to the Committee and to the ELA and math working
groups. Please let us know if we can be of further assistance.

 

With thanks,

 

Erin Hart
Chief Operating Officer
Expect More Arizona

 

Attachments:

·         ELA Survey Individual Responses

·         Math Survey Individual Responses

 


